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Academic Work1

In April 2001, two exchange students were having a vigorous discussion in a small café on Plaza 

Mayor, Madrid. The two young entrepreneurs, Jeremias Andersson and Patrik Mellin, were close 

friends, even though they had met for the first time only a few months previously at a Stockholm 

University student banquet. Their discussion, this sunny afternoon in Madrid, resulted in the 

conception of what would eventually become a very successful enterprise. Over the months that 

followed they continued to develop their idea until Jeremias, Patrik, and Jeremias’ old friend Johan 

Skarborg founded Academic Work later that summer. The goal of the company was to exploit the 

deregulated employment market in Sweden, by taking an intermediary role helping companies to get 

in contact with students for part-time assignments. Initially, they ran the business as a sideline to their 

university studies, and the first “student consultants” were friends, and friends of friends. Patrik 

managed the business in Linköping in parallel with his studies in human resource management and 

work science. Johan was studying law in Uppsala and initiated the business there, while Jeremias 

started the business in Ronneby as he was a student at Blekinge Institute of Technology. 

The business model utilised by Academic Work was quite simple. It primarily involved offering 

students’ help with assignments such as simpler IT consulting, building a web-page, or designing a 

database. Academic Work, acting as the recruiter and formal employer, invoiced the customers based 

on students’ time reports and then paid the students their salary after deducting a margin. Practical 

details and the daily activities were agreed between the client and the students directly. The company 

slogan “Rent a Student” described the service in an accurate and concise way, and it soon became 

evident that there was a strong demand for student consultants. The firm expanded quickly, and by 

early 2002, Academic Work was established in four cities. At each of these locations, they rented a 

small office and staffed it with one or two students who managed local activities on a part-time basis. 

These students were called “project managers”.

Today, Academic Work is Sweden’s leading temporary-help agency specializing in employing 

university students. Turnover has increased annually and the company generates a healthy profit. 

Nevertheless, the path to today’s prosperous operations has been neither easy nor straightforward as 

the entrepreneurs had to deal with turmoil, changes, and many challenges along the way. In order to 

achieve the business expansion and to manage its consequences, organizational participants have 

adjusted their way of working and the firm’s internal practices on several occasions. 

                                               
1 This case was prepared by Kent Thorén of the Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm. It has been prepared 
as a basis for class discussion rather than to illustrate either the effective or ineffective handing of an 
administrative situation. 



The Early Development of the Firm

By late 2002 Academic Work had established activities in the four major university cities in Sweden 

(Linköping, Lund, Uppsala, and Stockholm). Based on the market response (each office quickly 

secured a few accounts), there appeared to be a strong possibility of making a little profit for the year –

as long as costs were under control. The consultants worked on an hourly basis, which was directly 

connected to the revenue that they created, so there were no practical limits to the amount of 

temporary help the firm could deliver as long as the administration was handled effectively. However, 

attaining profit from the cash flow required constant attention to the number of permanent employees

hired, which meant that organizational growth had to be well paced.

During those early days the project managers had to do a wide range of tasks including interviewing 

students, marketing Academic Work on campuses, scouting for prospective clients, dealing with 

contracts, selling, matching students to projects, following-up on projects, and reporting to Head 

Office. At the same time, most of the project managers also had their own schoolwork to maintain. 

Running operations in this form, with loosely committed part-time project managers, eventually turned 

out to be highly problematic. In particular, project managers seemed to have difficulties handling the 

scope of their broad role. As a result, most of them tended to prioritize some of their tasks at the 

expense of others. Jeremias explains:

“We had worked for a year… with other students who were doing this on a 

commission basis on the side of their school work. They thought it was fun to meet other 

students and to go out and sell this. But we noticed that running activities with students as 

project managers… was… incredibly difficult - because personnel turnover was high, and 

they required much training and delivered little. So we felt that we needed more continuity.” 

However, inspired by the initial success, the three entrepreneurs felt that the business idea had good 

potential, but in order to take the venture to the next level, changes were needed. First, the founders 

managed to raise about €64,500 in seed money from savings and FFF sources2 so that they could hire a 

few full-time employees to staff the offices properly. Second, they decided to establish some formality 

in the basic operations so that the firm would progress from the individual unorganized efforts of the 

start-up phase towards a more purposeful and focused set of activities. Hence, they defined a few roles 

(i.e. 2 or 3) with a more limited set of responsibilities than the previous project management role. The 

assumption was that better defined roles would enable employees to focus on a smaller set of activities 

that matched their interests and competences more closely. At the same time, it was expected that this 

change would improve performance through the benefits of specialization. 

                                               
2 FFF – Family, Friends, and Fools.



Assignment 1

Your first assignment is to help Academic Work to organize for this stage of their development in 

order to achieve business growth. In particular:

 Consider the activities needed to operate the business. Try to group the tasks and define a small 

number of roles to which these groups (or sub-sets) of tasks can be assigned [hint: design your 

business process or business model as a starting point]. 

 Use the results from above to make an organizational chart. 

 As the entrepreneurs put more of their own and other people’s money at stake, they felt a need to 

improve control of the business to ensure that business growth is systematically pursued by 

everyone. Propose how to control each role and also the student consultants. Describe for each 

role a short set of controls in adequate detail3. Base your proposals on what should be the desired 

behaviour from individuals in each role. Keep recommendations realistic and effective given the 

situation. You can make reasonable assumptions regarding constraints, etc.

Building the Business

The success continued! Role specialization led to a significant efficiency boost – which continued to 

improve as the formalization of tasks, routines, and methods progressed. The definition of roles 

initiated a gradual transition towards a departmental structure that has prevailed since it was fully 

implemented in 2003. At the end of 2002, the founders managed to raise some venture capital with the 

help of an experienced industrial manager called Anders Jonsson, who also agreed to become the 

chairman of the board. With €650,000 in venture capital (paid out in portions over 2003 with the 

achievement of agreed firm-level goals), it was time to go full throttle with the business, and hire and 

train a number of new employees. In early 2003 the firm had 12 employed, but the exact number 

varied greatly over time because personnel turnover was still quite high as a result of internal changes 

and new demands put on employees. With surging confidence and better financial strength, the vision 

was to “roll out quickly” and establish offices in all 33 Swedish cities with a university or college of 

higher learning. But these dreams were to be revised and a more realistic plan was worked out together 

with Anders and a representative from the venture capital firm. Gradually, decisions were made to 

prioritize Linköping, Göteborg, Lund (that office later moved to Malmö), Stockholm, and Uppsala. 

The rest of the branches were liquidated over time. In addition, two of the founders (Johan and 

Jeremias) moved to the office in Stockholm, which became the firm’s headquarters. About a year later, 

Patrik moved to Stockholm as well.

                                               
3 E.g. personal controls like selection, training and culture, diagnostic controls like performance measurements 
and rewards, and action controls like rules, formal work procedures and policies. Alternatively, you can use the 
framework described by Simons 1999.



As a result of experimentation and client requests it was natural to broaden the range of temporary 

help services. It made economic sense to provide basically whatever help the client wanted, within 

reasonable and legal limits, as long as there were students willing to accept the assignments. In late 

2003, Academic Work had clients in a wide range of industries, but the bulk of revenues came from 

large volume assignments at call centres, warehouses, and supermarkets. However, there were always 

some students engaged in missions demanding competences that were more “academic”, like market 

research projects, IT consulting, and different types of investigations.

Business growth was driven by a very strong, explicit, and nearly obsessive emphasis on sales. This 

was also reflected in the company culture. For example, sales were normally the first point on the 

agenda on all internal meetings. The salesforce was noticeably result-oriented with a strong 

competitive spirit. One of the salesmen described his first impressions when joining academic work:

“…it was a Friday when we had a booking competition [i.e. booking sales meetings]. 

Everybody was booking meetings! At other companies the attitude can be: ‘it is impossible to 

book meetings on Friday afternoons’ and other such excuses… here people work hard! … 

Among the sales organization that I have worked for, none has been this hard working.” 

The venture capitalists had a very benevolent and hands-off attitude towards the management of 

Academic Work. Still, external ownership and an experienced manager on the Board made the 

founders realize that they could no longer freely run the firm exactly as they wanted. Questions were 

suddenly asked about the firms cost structure, performance, and plans. Answering how many 

prospects there were in different segments, how many clients that had been approached, the number of 

proposals sent, and the profitability of ongoing assignments, was not something that was routinely 

done before. Formal goals and plans had to be produced and financial milestone had to be met. On the 

other hand, the entrepreneurs all concur that they benefited a lot from the advice and support they got, 

and that it was very useful to have mentors to rely on for ideas and input. During a board meeting in 

the second half of 2003, Patrik Mellin got the responsibility to evaluate the control systems and to 

suggest how they could be changed in order to enhance growth further. The board requested explicit 

measures to drive and evaluate progress. But Anders pointed out that the strategy was not a pure top 

line growth mission any more; bottom-line growth (profit) was getting important as well. He explained 

how this is a natural step once the business idea had proven its sustainability and seemed to be 

possible to grow with:

“Today, we deliver a couple of hundred thousand man-hours so the margins are 

important. A few crowns per hour make a difference. Therefore, we needed to put more focus 

on the assignment administration and cash-flow, as profitability was increasing in priority.”4

Moreover, in case of problems, quality measurements were initiated as the larger amounts of money at 

stake made managers increasingly concerned with customer satisfaction and quality. When asked if a 

                                               
4

Profitability has also had a positive trend over the years: -41.1% (year 2000), -4.4% (year 2001), 7.9% (year 
2002), and 9.4% (year 2003).



large customer complaint occurred as an antecedent of this shift in awareness, one employee 

answered:

“No, it was no particular event. … It was in August [2003] really that we realized, we 

had hired people and grown very fast and we had to start paying attention to the mistakes we 

were making - so it didn't go too far. It was then, maybe a year ago, that we realized how 

important the large clients are. … we wanted to look at ’what do our 20 largest customers 

mean for our turnover’ for example. ‘What mistakes are we doing out there?’ as we need to fix 

them. The fear of losing such a large client has led to the quality awareness.” 

These perceived risks and defensive motives implied that quality control was a response to 

consequences of business growth since the founders only took action to protect their revenue streams 

after they were attained. When the business was small there was little at stake to worry about. 

However, as sales increased, managerial participants became conscious of how much money the 

business really involved and grew more anxious about potential failures. This meant that the 

awareness of consequences of potential failure increased as business has grown. In addition, some 

larger clients had formal quality requirements for procurement of temporary help. The first action then 

was to reduce the lack of insight into these issues, by starting to measure complaints and gather 

statistics. Patrik’s proposal (see Appendix 2) attempted to take all of these considerations into account.

Remaining Challenges

Academic Work achieved substantial business growth despite a declining market trend, which 

indicated that they had acquired a competitive advantage. By focusing on the part-time services 

market niche, Academic Work attained a cost advantage compared to the large competitors5 who 

generally had to pay a 75% guarantee salary, even when their consultants are not on an assignment. 

Moreover, the customers seemed to appreciate having students complementing their own workforce, 

which provided a positive differentiation from the large competitors. Jeremias, now holding the sales 

manager role, explained: 

“Students are fast learners, they are ambitious, hard working and motivated. Partly 

they are motivated to going out and getting some work experience, but also to make some 

money and build some personal contacts. So it is a rewarding group for us to work with.” 

More direct competition was provided by approximately fifteen other student temporary help 

companies6. Some of these had been in the market longer than Academic Work, but the latter had a 

small advantage in its broader range of services, offering students for any type of work, whereas 

several of the competitors offered only more qualified “education-related” assignments to their 

students.

                                               
5 e.g. Manpower, Proffice and Adecco.
6 e.g. Kulan, Skill, Studentkraft and Komet.



During 2003, 2004, and 2005 the firm continued to grow both the business and the market share, 

thereby establishing and maintaining a leadership position in the segment. The managers seemed 

convinced that tighter growth oriented controls and increasing formalization of work contributed 

strongly to the excellent development of the business. The potential for further growth appeared to be 

very good because of the focus on a high-demand niche, combined with the leverage achievable from 

information technology (i.e. the use of Internet and databases for building and administrating the 

student stock on which the business is based). Anders made the following comment on the 

advantageous nature of the business:

“This business idea is well suited for growth because it is cash-flow intensive. Once a 

critical mass is reached, the cash needed for growth is generated by the business itself. And 

today, there is enough cash for handling potential problems and for financing growth. And 

there are no large step-costs either [no large investments needed in production technology 

etcetera, for further expansion], and volume can grow without much impact [on the 

organization].”

Interestingly, during 2005 the strategic situation changed in ways suggesting that the niche was getting 

more mature. Some of the larger competitors appeared to have noticed the profitability of temporary 

help using students and hence opened their own operations in this area, although still in a small scale. 

A more serious threat was Adecco’s acquisition of Kulan, one of the student consultant competitors. 

Academic Work has so far stayed true to its initial business model and focused on driving growth, 

without being distracted and dispersing efforts on the pursuit of other business opportunities. Inspired 

by the mentors, the philosophy has been to grow by exploiting the original business idea while 

continuously getting better and better at what they are already doing. However, for some time there 

has been some doubt about how long this approach should be maintained. Some of the entrepreneurs 

were starting to get nervous about the need for proactive steps to secure future cash flow before the 

current business model moves into a stage of decline. Because firm- and product life-cycle stages are 

normally only visible in retrospect, it might be a good idea to start new business development before it 

is too late – especially when the competition is changing? 

Moreover, managers have felt a growing pressure to introduce more “professional management” 

practices in the firm as it keeps expanding. In particular, the organizational growth (i.e. people and 

units) accompanying business growth (i.e. top and bottom line) has triggered frequent challenges. A 

small group of three administrators was added to the organization in the beginning of 2004. Their task 

is to handle invoicing, accounting, salary payments, etc. But there was a feeling that the general 

organizational expansion itself has been a source of turmoil, friction, and even conflicts. Inspired by 

an article in Harvard Business Review (see Appendix 6), Patrik suggested that it is time to attend to 

organizational problems more explicitly. 



Patrik conducted a number of interviews to gather relevant information for dealing with the internal 

problems. It seems that the administrative department does help to ease the workload, but frustration 

amongst employees remains. In Stockholm, the situation appears better than at the (now) six local 

offices, but there are complaints that the founders are busier nowadays and usually not available when 

they are needed. Employees (of all roles) further claim that they could be more effective and develop 

their skills better if top managers were more involved. Both the managerial workload and the 

increasing complexity inside the firm appear to have grown much more than management has realized. 

In previous years, the founders used to visit each office regularly. But as Patrik moved to Stockholm,  

and everyone became more occupied, local offices’ started to experience some problems as a result of 

the less frequent visits. In particular local offices feel poorly informed and less involved in the 

company, which tended to make their employees demotivated. Changes in the firm appear to be 

especially frustrating. Patrik discovered that because these employees were isolated from the 

discussions behind changes, they had little chance to influence decisions or even understand their 

purpose. Hence, local office employees often became more, rather than less, confused when receiving 

information from Stockholm. Even though a weekly newsletter had been introduced, it was not an 

effective solution to this problem. The critical issue appeared to be that the context of change and the 

interaction where ideas are formed are not transmittable without “rich” information channels. Instead, 

the “thin” text information in the newsletter often made local office employees confused to a much 

larger extent than the actual issues might justify, as it triggered anxious speculations about what was 

happening “over there” in Stockholm. This was reflected in several interviews, for example in the 

following conversation with an employee in Lund:

“We are not aware about new policies and similar things. We just go; ‘really, did we 

have that!? – yes we had that for six months – okay!‘. It is very confusing and we feel left out 

and forgotten.”

“Like the dress-code, for example, that is claimed to be so important ‘- do we have a 

dress-code!?’ It is enough that it happens once, really, to make you start to think about how 

much else you might be unaware of.

But it is not only the changes. For example, there are also the large consultant 

assignments. It can be useful to know if we lose a large client, so you don’t assume for a 

year that we work with someone when we don’t. Stuff about clients, and what’s happening in 

the company, who is employed or leaves, and structural changes and so on. If it happens a 

few times and you feel under-informed. You feel that you don’t know what’s happening – or 

that you don’t know if you know what’s happening?”



Assignment 2

 Should Academic Work continue to focus on student temporary help or should they re-evaluate 

their strategy? What could be potential areas for future growth? [Hint: Use clear reasoning and 

specify both opportunities and threats.]

 Specify typical consequences of growth based on the case story and on other assumptions that you 

can justify.

 Draft your recommendations for changes to address the consequences of growth at Academic 

Work, and for other adjustment that might be needed in order to make your recommendations 

work. Suggestions should follow from structured argumentation and solid reasoning.



Appendix 1 - Business Processes: Overall Business Process (Academic Work)

Profile Invoice
info.Sales process Delivery process Invoicing process

The account managers provide recruiters with a consultant profile, specifying the assignment’s 

requirements when ending the sales process, and thereby starting the delivery process.

Calls Meetings Proposals Orders

Profile

Revenues

Delivery and 
invoicing processes

Sales process

Client contact
Obtaining
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Assignment 
start

Follow up
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tion
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To verify and supplement the consultant profile, recruitment activities include a contact with the client 

company. A description of the assignment is posted on a job list that is available at the Academic 

Work’s website. Applications are then submitted through the internet by students who have registered 

themselves in the database.



Appendix 2 - Performance Management (Result Control) Systems at Academic Work

Measurement Span Dep.* Base 
Data

Targets Reward

Sales, firm turnover Collective 1 & 2 Output Monthly Conference 
destinations

Margin Individual 1 Output Monthly 
(+weekly)

Commission 

Margin Individual 
Collective

2 Output Monthly Commission  
Commission  

Sales (orders) Individual 1 Output Weekly -
Sales calls Individual 1 Effort Weekly -
Sales meetings Individual 1 Effort Weekly -
Delivery (staffing 
assignments)

Individual 2 Output Weekly -

Customer contacts Individual 2 Effort Monthly -
Student contacts Individual 2 Effort Monthly
Quality, customer 
complaints

- 2 Output Monthly -

Quality, lost orders - 2 Output Monthly -
Quality, consultant 
complaints

- 2 Output Monthly -

* Department 1 and 2 refers to the actual structure at Academic Work, but the actual department names are hidden, since it is
a part of assignment 1 to make your own independent proposal of a structure. 

Appendix 3 - Financial Information
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Financial progress overview chart. Salaries include both the students and the full-time employees. One euro = 9.3 SEK.



Appendix 4 - Financial Data (Thousand €)

Fiscal Year Sales
Office 
Costs

Other Costs Salaries Profit

2001 204.3 17.2 0.0 186.1 1.0
2002 559.1 34.4 53.8 515.6 -44.6
2003 1 457.0 51.6 96.8 1 411.6 -103.0
2004 2 838.7 51.6 129.0 2 274.2 383.9

2005 (projection) 6 666.7 60.2 215.1 4 568.3 1 823.1

Appendix 5 - Organizational Information
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Appendix 6 - Illustration, Based on Harvard Business Review Article
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Growth and relative importance of management issues, based on Churchill & Lewis (1983).


